What To Do About Flux Residues

Our thanks to Hakko for allowing us to reprint the following

Soldering fluxes invariably leave a trace of residue behind them after doing their job of cleaning corrosion from those surfaces being soldered. Most of them also generate nasty fumes, at least when heated, and it's recommended that you use a fume-extraction device to keep these fumes away from the operator's breathing apparatus.

Semi-aqueous cleaning of rosin\(^1\) fluxes.

Aqueous saponifiers have been available and have been successfully used by electronic assemblers for decades. Saponifiers are alkaline materials that react with rosin, forming water washable soaps. The soaps created by this reaction must be washed off the assemblies with generous amounts of water. Saponifiers that are available to the industry are available in concentrates suitable for use in both batch type and in-line spray cleaning equipment. A good saponifier will have both an anti-foaming agent and an anti-smutting agent incorporated into its chemistry. The anti-foaming agent will keep the amount of foam manageable in automated cleaning equipment. The anti-smutting agent prevents discoloration from appearing on certain metals such as anodized aluminum, which may react with the alkalis in the saponifier.

Semi-aqueous cleaners use terpenes as the cleaning agents. The fumes are not particularly toxic but have an overpowering reek; turpentine is a concentration of terpenes and oils, and we all know what that smells like.

In the past, water-soluble fluxes have been highly activated acid fluxes. Residues left by these fluxes are conductive and very corrosive and must be removed from the board lest damage occur to the traces, or inadvertent high-resistance shorts develop.

Water soluble fluxes are available in pH neutral and halide free formulations. Fluxes that contain no volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are the most recent addition.

Rosin-based fluxes.

The oldest, most popular and still most effective soldering flux. This flux is an organic compound consisting primarily of colophony, a complex rosin found in pine trees. The active agents in rosin flux are abietic acid and plicatic acid; it is the reaction between these organic acids and metallic oxides on the joint materials that provides the cleaning required for solder to 'wet' the joint. In a world free of stickybeaks and activists it would be sufficient to inform operators that these organic acids, when exposed to soldering temperatures, combine with oxygen and yield products of partial combustion which may be irritating to the skin and eyes, or exacerbate respiratory problems. Abietic acid may also cause skin irritation at room temperature - some people are unable to hug a pine tree - and there is some correlation between colophony and allergic reactions.

\(^1\) The difference between 'rosin' and 'resin' is as follows:

**ROSIN**: A translucent, amber-colored to almost black, brittle, friable resin obtained by chemical means from the oleoresin or deadwood of pine trees, or from tall oil, and used for making soldering flux, varnish, paper size, soap, and in rosining violin bows.

**RESIN**: Any one of various solid or semisolid amorphous fusible flammable natural organic substances usually formed in plant secretions, generally transparent or translucent yellowish to brown, which are electrical nonconductors soluble in organic solvents but not in water. Also, any of a large class of synthetic products that have some of the physical properties of natural resins and used chiefly in plastics. Synthetic resins are widely different chemically and do not introduce themselves into this dissertation.
Some rosin-based fluxes contain additional chemical activators, usually organic fatty acids, which help the fluxing process along by making the compound even more acidic than usual. This helps soldering, to be sure, but may add even more irritants to the air. Rosin-based flux leaves a residue behind after the soldering operations is finished. This residue must be cleaned from the board, both to allow further operations (such as conformal coating) to be carried out with a minimum of fuss and bother, and for cosmetic reasons - charred flux is abominable in the eyes of an inspector. Isopropyl alcohol & methyl alcohol are the solvents of choice; they are cheap, effective, and quick. Semi-aqueous and saponified aqueous cleaners can also be used to remove residues. Prior to the signing of the Montreal Protocol, when concern about health issues related to use of chlorinated solvents became prevalent, rosin-based fluxes were the most commonly used type of flux in the electronics manufacturing industry. Cleaning, alas, requires an increment of time, and 'unproductive' time at that; alcohol fumes are unpleasant to some; we therefore have a choice of:

**Water-soluble fluxes.**

These fluxes are designed to wash away from the board and components with plain, ordinary water, and sometimes they do that. Practically all water-soluble fluxes leave a residue behind. Carboxylic acids (RCOOH), relatively weak organic acids, are primary constituents of many water-soluble fluxes, along with a detergent (called a ‘surfactant’ in the trade) and, of course, water. Both the acid and the detergent can produce irritating fumes.

Water-soluble fluxes are usually washed off with hot water; occasionally a saponifier is added to help the cleaning process. Saponifiers are alkaline, and may be corrosive; they react with the acid residue on the board to form a soap and glycerin, which is relatively easy to wash away in hot water. Fumes are not the problem in the wash process; splatter is. Users must consider corrosion and other failures related to higher humidity when using these fluxes. Because of their high activity, including high halide content in some cases, residue from water-soluble fluxes can cause sustained corrosion and induce electrical problems without adequate cleaning.

**'No-clean' fluxes.**

These have become more widely available since the 1990s due to increasing pressure from environmentalists. These fluxes are based on a wide range of chemistries and composition, but all leave a minimal (and theoretically benign) residue that theoretically does not have to be removed from finished electronic assemblies. These fluxes do not, we are told, require cleaning after use, for they do their work and vanish under the influence of heat. Most if not all of them are more active - that is, more acidic - than their rosin-based predecessors, and all exude chemical residues and products of partial combustion that are even more likely to irritate sensitive membranes than those derived from real wooden trees. Many so-called 'no clean' fluxes are organically based, usually on an alcohol, and have a low solid content. Typical constituents of solder smoke from no-clean fluxes arise from the breakdown of alcohols and include ethane, acetone, formaldehyde, toluene, terpenes, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide and, of course, alcohol fumes.

Some water-based no-clean fluxes have been developed; they do not produce the volatile organic compounds peculiar to alcohol-based fluxes, though their use entails special equipment to preclude splattering and continuous testing to verify the acid concentration. Such fluxes are extremely active and should be handled carefully to avoid severe skin irritation.

You will have noticed, no doubt, that most soldering fluxes are organic compounds that break down under heat, and emit objectionable fumes of one sort or another. The chemical reaction between the acid in the flux and the oxides on the board contributes to the release of fumes, though the compounds thus generated are but a small part of the total.

Inhaling rosin-based solder flux fume can lead to occupational asthma or make rosinless fluxes such as synthetics and 'no-cleans' have been found to be even more irritating than rosin fluxes. Fluxes must react chemically with pad materials to be effective and promote wetting; the acids in these fluxes do that, but the chemical reactions with the metals in the pads and the plastic substrates produce very harsh gases, existing asthmatic conditions worse. The fume can also cause irritation to the eyes and upper respiratory tract.